A logistic regression analysis of an extensive data set on the Titanic passengers is presented which tests the likelihood that a Titanic passenger survived the accident--based upon passenger characteristics. The main finding is that underneath the strong overt preference afforded in the rescue by the authorities to women and children over men, there was a complex class determination of survival rates among men, on the one hand, and women and children, on the other. We hypothesize that the statistical interactions of gender and class are explained by two crucial decisions made by the ship's authorities: 1. to encourage, and perhaps direct, some three to four hundred 3 rd Class men quartered in the lower decks at the forward end back to the afterend of the stern; 2. to restrict the access of men at the afterend of the ship to the lifeboats launched from the after Boat and Promenade Decks.
Introduction
The great attention that has been paid to the sinking of the Titanic, especially in recent years, affords an opportunity to address questions that cannot often be scientifically posed, let alone answered, when it comes to less celebrated historical events. The recently published work of Soldner (2000) and Beavis (2002) has provided robust and accurate information about those aboard the Titanic. This data lends itself to statistical investigations (see Dawson, 1995) . Beavis has sorted out, without absolutely resolving the issue, the question of the individuals who were actually aboard on the evening of April 14, 1912.
Soldner has painstakingly documented the characteristics of each of 1,318 passengers, compiling, within a very narrow margin of error given Beavis's findings, the most accurate passenger list currently available.
Using the data published by Soldner, we have engaged in a logistic regression analysis of the likelihood of a Titanic passenger surviving the accident, based on his or her particular characteristics (cf., Dawson, 1995) . 1 A number of 'explanatory variables' are readily seen in the data, and are put forward by us: age/gender, class (of the purchased ticket), responsibility for children, and nationality.
Each has been put forward at one time or another as a significant factor in whether a passenger lived or died. 'Significant factor' or statistical significance means that in the In broad terms, regression analysis comprises a set of statistical methodologies and analytic techniques used extensively in many fields, including economics, finance, political science and history. It enables one, with a quantifiable degree of certainty, to sort out various hypothetical causes of a particular observable effect. Here, we are interested in the characteristics of who was able to survive the accident--the probability of survival being the 'dependent' or the 'criterion' variable. 1 See Appendix I for a technical discussion of logistic regression analysis. absence of a relationship, the probability of observing what has actually occurred in the data would be very small, e.g., one, five, or ten percent. In the analysis that follows, we will reject the hypothesis of no significant difference or no significant effect when this probability is less than either ten, five, or one percent.
A general difficulty is that more than one explanatory variables are likely to have influenced the dependent variable contemporaneously. Logistic regression analysis enables us to quantify the effect on the ability of a passenger to survive of, for example, the gender of a particular passenger, controlling for other explanatory variables; i.e., 'ceteris paribus.' In other words, it tells us within a certain degree of confidence that if we imagine two passengers identical in all respects save one, e.g., one is an adult male and one is an adult woman, what would have been the likelihood of one of the passengers surviving relative to the other based on that single difference.
Therefore, logistic regression analysis enables us to reach conclusions as to which of the explanatory variables has had a statistically significant effect on the dependent variable and the direction of the effect. In the case of significant explanatory variables it also enables us to calculate 'odds ratios', measuring, for instance, how much more likely an adult woman passenger had of surviving compared to an adult man.
Our analysis is also complicated by the potential existence of 'interactions' between pairs of explanatory variables. This occurs when there are significant joint effects on the dependent variable. Consider a possible interaction between class and gender/age. Suppose an adult woman in First Class had a significantly greater chance of surviving than an adult woman in Third Class did, while there was no significant difference at all between First and Third Class adult men, (or there was a significant difference between the adult men, but it was of a very different magnitude or even in a different direction). In that case, one cannot express a likelihood of survival that separates gender/age and class--they jointly have an effect on survival.
We are able to test for the existence of interactions between any two explanatory variables and where there are interactions, to ascertain specific significant joint effects.
Examining the tests of selected interactions, (Table 1) , and comparing the likelihood of a Second Class adult woman surviving with that of a Third Class adult woman, we find there was, indeed, a significant difference between them (P<.0001). On the other hand, there was no significant difference when it came to Second and Third Class adult men (P=.2419).
[Insert Table 1 Here]
The Data
The data that underlies our analysis is summarized in Tables 2 and 3. A number of things implicit in the organization of this data might be noted. First, age is treated by denoting 'children' as a category distinct from adult men and adult women. Following the Titanic ticket designation, a child is one who is under 14 years of age. Second, 'nationalities' are composites of countries by geographic region and culture. Third, in the case of couples with children, each parent is treated as having responsibility for the same children.
[Insert Table 2 Here] [Insert Table 3 Here] 3. Class Culture and Family Disadvantage Tests reveal that there were significant interactions of gender/age and class ( Table   1 ). We will address these interactions in detail in due course. There were no significant interactions of nationality or responsibility for children with class. The lack of interaction with class undercuts a popular explanation that has been offered for the apparently low survival rates of Third Class passengers on the Titanic, relative to the other two Classes.
Wyn Craig Wade, in his influential The Titanic: End of a Dream (1980) , most pointedly advances the idea that there was a class culture present on the Titanic akin to the notion of a 'culture of poverty.' As a class, the Third Class passengers, according to Wade, lacked a faith in themselves, setting them apart from the self-motivated passengers in the other classes. In particular, he asserts: 2 Undoubtedly, the worst barriers were the ones within the steerage passengers themselves. Years of conditioning as third-class citizens led a great many of them to give up hope as soon as the crisis became evident… Barriers to steerage? Yes, but of a kind less indictable to the White Star Line than to the whole of civilization (1980: 277-8 ; also see Butler, 1998: 107) .
We find from our analysis that contrary to Wade's hypothesis, there was no less likelihood of surviving if one were, let us say, British and in the Third Class, than if you were British and in the First Class (or Second) and similarly for any other nationality, ceteris paribus (P=.4255, Table 1 ). There was simply no class culture visible, as far as that goes, in this data. The rejection of the Wade hypothesis is further supported by the fact that class itself cannot be separated from gender/age, as already noted, i.e. there is no unitary class effect on likelihood of survival to which one can refer to on the basis of a class culture.
Another popular explanation of the low survival rate of Third Class passengers is suggested in the most widely read of the popular Titanic tracts, the two books written by Walter Lord, A Night to Remember (1956) and The Night Lives On (1986) . This is the hypothesis that Third Class families had a particular disadvantage in reaching the upper decks where lifeboats were being launched, attributed to: 1) the design of the ship, which putatively made it difficult to find ones way from where the Third Class women and children were almost all located--the Third Class quarters down in the stern--to the upper decks; and 2) the lack of any organized effort on the part of the authorities to assist Third Class women and children to get to the upper decks (see Lord, 1956: 66-7; 1986: 81-98 ; also see Butler, 1998: 104-5) .
In a chapter entitled 'What Happened to the Goodwyns?' Lord asks, somewhat rhetorically (and perhaps also with Wade in mind):
How, then, to explain the loss of the entire Goodwin family-father, mother, and six children? There was no "language barrier" here; they were from London. Nor is there any reason to suppose they were unwilling to leave the ship…(1986: 83).
The implication that Third Class adults with children were less likely to survive than those from other classes, is not supported by the data either, since there also is no significant joint effect of either class or gender and responsibility for children (P=.2014, Table 1 ). The likelihood of the Goodwins surviving, ceteris parabis, was no less than that of a family in the First or Second Class, for whom there presumably was no problem of the ship's design, or assistance from the authorities. In this regard, it might be noted that as an explanatory variable it is indicated by the analysis that responsibility for children did not have a significant effect altogether on the survivability of a passenger (P=.1532, Appendix 2). In other words, controlling for class as well as all other variables, whether a passenger had a child on board or not, did not matter for survival.
Gender/Age Interactions Qua Class
A striking aspect of our analysis is the finding that the likelihood of an individual passenger surviving the Titanic is almost entirely explained by various pair wise joint effects of gender/age, and class. Our results in this regard are summarized in Table 4 and Table 5 .
[Insert Class woman had greater than three and a half times (350%) of survival (note that an odds ratio less than one means less likelihood of surviving and more than one, more likelihood relative to a First Class man.) Table 5 indicates which interactions are significant between gender/age and class, and shows the relative odds ratios in each of these interactions. This involves, on the one hand, a matrix of interactions of genders/age within each given class, and, on the other, a matrix of interactions of classes within each given gender/age category.
As far as the significant gender/age interactions are concerned, what we find confirms what would be expected by virtually anyone familiar with the Titanic. Looking at the two left hand columns of the matrix of within class interactions (Table 5) , we can see that within each of the three classes, the likelihood of a woman or a child surviving, was significantly greater than that of a man. In conjunction with this, the right hand column of the same matrix indicates that with the exception of the Second Class, there was no significant difference between the likelihood of a woman versus a child surviving, ceteris paribus. 3 If these gender/age interactions within class were the only significant interactions, then our analysis would be wholly consistent with what, according to the authorities, was the general policy they pursued in conducting the rescue. Such a policy was attested to by, among many others, two of the highest ranking surviving officers, Second Officer Charles Lightoller (the only senior officer to survive) and Fifth Officer Harold Lowe. Each testified at both the American and British inquiries, which immediately followed--in succession--the event. Each asserted that the policy was to not discriminate between passengers in the rescue effort (there is some ambiguity when it came to crew members), other than to give absolute preference to women and children over men.
This policy was exposited in the most certain terms by Lowe in the following exchange with Senator Smith, Chair of the Senate Sub-committee that carried out the American inquiry (also see A: 888-90 [Lightoller] ; B: 13992-4008 [Lightoller] ). The topic under discussion was the entry of people into lifeboats from the Boat Deck:
SMITH. What did you do about it yourself? Did you arbitrarily select from the deck? LOWE. You say "select." There was no such thing as selecting. It was simply the first woman, whether first class, second class, third class, or sixty-seventh class. It was all the same; women and children were first. SMITH. You mean that there was a procession of women -LOWE. The first woman was first into the boat, and the second woman was second into the boat, no matter whether she was a first-class passenger or any other class. SMITH. So there was a procession -LOWE. A procession at both ends of the boat. Table 5 indicates that the data does not support this conclusion. Gender/age mattered to a passenger's likelihood of surviving, within each class, but class mattered too, within each gender and age category. We turn to these class interactions next.
Class Interactions Within Gender/Age
The matrix of class interactions contained in Table 5 reveals how class and gender/age were intertwined in ways that could not have been fully contemplated by senior officers like Lightoller, who were involved in formulating and carrying out policy. 4 As we shall see, the class interactions may well be understood, nonetheless, as the consequence of certain actions the authorities took that evening.
Across the within gender/age categories we see a variety of interactions. A telling commonality, however, is that, looking down the two left hand columns of the matrix, whether one was a man or a woman or, with one exception, a child, and if you were from the Second or Third Class, you had a significantly lower likelihood of surviving than a corresponding man or woman from the First Class. 5 The privileged position of the First Class relative to the other two classes does not exhaust the role played by class in determining who survived the Titanic. We can see from the matrix of class interactions that there were notable interactions, as well, between Second and Third Class passengers. There was no significant difference between the likelihood to survive of a man from the Second Class and one from the Third Class (both had significantly less likelihood of surviving than a man from the First Class). This apparent linkage in the bitter fate of Second and Third Class men is something of a mystery with regard to Lord's hypothesis concerning the low rate of survival among the Third Class passengers, since the Second Class men, like the First Class men--and unlike men from the Third Class--are generally presumed to have had unfettered access to the Boat Deck throughout the evening.
With respect to women, we can see that the likelihood of surviving was strictly in order of class. A First Class woman was significantly more likely to have survived than a Second Class woman, and both First and Second Class women were significantly more likely to have survived than a Third Class woman, ceteris paribus. More than any other result, this flies in the face of the claim that a simple preference of women and children over men was exercised, or shall we say accomplished, in the rescue effort. 6 The logistic regression analysis, in sum, points to a complex class determination of survival rates among the women and children on the Titanic, on the one hand, and men, on the other; one which is overlain by a gender/age determination. This, in turn, suggests that one needs to look more concretely at how the rescue effort affected passengers along the specific dimensions of gender and class, to get beneath statistical analysis, toward an 'explanation.' Abstract explanations like class culture, family disadvantage, class conflict, etc.
do not suffice. We now sketch an explanation that accommodates the requisite complexity, and is supported, in almost all important respects, by the data.
Our basic thesis is that the findings of our logistic regression analysis are comprehensible in light of how the rescue effort on the Titanic actually was carried out by the ship authorities, and how passengers responded to that effort. This requires a serious examination of the record of what actions the authorities took that evening.
There is no question that, as already alluded to, in the loading of the lifeboats--which occurred primarily on the Boat Deck, but, in the case of several boats, from the Promenade Deck as well--women and children were given a strong preference over men.
Lightoller, who was in authority over boats launched on the port side, pursued an extreme 'women and children only' policy, not allowing men into a boat even when there were no women readily available, and with the boat still having excess capacity (B: 13992-4008 [Lightoller] ). Murdoch, in charge on the starboard side, instituted a somewhat more moderate 'women and children first' policy, allowing men in, once all women and children in the vicinity had been loaded into the boat ). For this reason, a remarkable 80% of the mere 131 male passengers who survived the Titanic, were rescued on boats launched from the starboard side (see Appendix IV).
In addition to gender preferences in the loading of the lifeboats, were less obvious preferences given to some men relative to others, and also some women and children relative to others, when it came to access to the upper decks from the lower decks. The following exchange between Senator Smith and Officer Low, in testimony quoted above, may be recalled in this context: 6 Statistically, there is not much to discuss for children, given the problem of 100 percent survival rate of all LOWE. The first woman was first into the boat, and the second woman was second into the boat, no matter whether she was a first-class passenger or any other class. SMITH. So there was a procession -LOWE. A procession at both ends of the boat. SMITH. Coming toward these lifeboats? LOWE. Yes. SMITH. Did that extend beyond the upper deck? LOWE. No; no; there were only little knots around the deck, little crowds.
It is in the matter of who made it into those 'little knots' on the upper decks where we find the elements of class determination of survival rates captured by the statistical analysis. First, we consider the treatment of men, in terms of class, and then women and children.
Class Determination of Survival Rates Among Male Passengers
It is certain that both men and women from the First Class, who, with minor exception, were quartered much closer to the upper decks than the passengers from the other classes, were virtually all directed by individually assigned stewards right up to the forward end of the Boat Deck, or the Promenade Deck, within an hour or so of the accident, which occurred at 11:40PM. Thirty-eight of the fifty-seven First Class men who survived were loaded by Murdoch into the very first three lifeboats launched from the starboard side, which occurred between 12:45AM and 1:00AM (Appendix IV). The forward end of the Boat Deck, where the rescue effort began, was normally an exclusively First Class area of the ship. In addition to there being not enough women on hand to fill these boats, there were almost no men from other classes in the vicinity. On the port side, by contrast, a mere three male passengers altogether were loaded by Lightoller into the four boats launched from the forward end, one of these men being from the First Class. Gleicher, 2000) .
Even without prodding by the authorities, there would have been a strong inclination to head toward the stern for safety. It was obvious the water was coming in at the bow. According to the simulation of Hackett and Bedford (1996: 238) , during the first hour after the accident the angle of the ship's trim to the water surface was increasing at the almost linear rate of .18 degrees per minute, enough for many to notice that the ship was sinking from the bow. Water had already begun to enter the Third Class quarters on G Deck within twenty minutes of the accident, and by 12:20AM it had risen to the uppermost quarters on E Deck (Hackett and Bedford, 1996: 181) .
From 12:40AM until 1:45AM the increase in the angle decreased at an increasing rate until the change was virtually zero, the average over that period being a mere .015 degrees per minute. Once having gotten to the stern, (between 12:30AM and 1:00AM, or so) and observing virtually no more increase in the tilt of the deck for the next hour, these men may then have come to feel a false sense of assurance staying put even as the end was nearing.
The key decision made by the authorities, was to not direct these Third Class men in the forward quarters right up to the upper decks on the forward end, where they, like the men of the First Class, would have been immediately available to fill boats which otherwise might be, and were indeed, launched with excess capacity. This would have been, so to speak, a class-neutral policy toward the men passengers. But rather, if anything the men were encouraged to make their journey to the stern by various stewards, and there is also some suggestion that a policy of restricting access to the forward Boat Deck (similar to that effected at the afterend) might have been briefly pursued, roughly between 12 midnight and 12:30AM (B.: 2874-904 [Poingdestre] The second crucial decision taken by the authorities followed, it would seem, from The men located in the stern while this policy was in effect--the vast majority of whom were the hundreds of Third Class men from the forward end--apparently followed the word of the authorities, whose legitimacy, after all, they had no reason to question. The other men located in the stern primarily were from the Second Class, all of whom were quartered in the lower decks of the stern. Despite the impression given by popular films pf the event, there is no evidence of any attempt to storm the upper decks en masse, or anything of the sort. It is also probable that the passengers in the stern, both men and women, were not informed, or were even misled, about the urgency of the situation by the authorities, and in that sense their trust may well have been betrayed by the authorities (Davie, 1986: 102; Brown, 2001: 184) .
The most detailed and revealing testimony concerning the restriction of access by men to the afterend of the upper decks, while lifeboats were being launched from there, is that of Paul Mauge, the secretary to the chef of the a la carte restaurant. The latter was an independent concession, servicing the First Class passengers. Mauge's testimony referred to a crucial entryway leading to the upper decks from the after Well Deck, through the Second Class entrance on C Deck, and concerned the fate of the employees of the restaurant. There were sixty or so of these restaurant workers, all men, from France and Italy. The treatment of these employees has been an issue in its own right, and this has obscured somewhat the import of Mauge's testimony with regard to the restriction of access in general.
Mauge explained, in an exchange with the Attorney-General, how, having been up to the forward Boat Deck immediately after the accident, and then coming down again, he and the restaurant chef, Pierre Rousseau, eventually became separated from the 60 workers: ATTORNEY-GENERAL: What became of all the other persons who were employed in the restaurant;… MAUGE: Well, I go down again, and I said to the chef. 'There is some danger happening; we must get up." He lost his temper-he lost himself. . . . ATTORNEY-GENERAL: [L]ost his head-is that what you mean? MAUGE: Yes. I said to the other cooks to wait for us. After that we had been by the third class deck just at the back and we have been trying to go on the second class passenger deck. Two or three stewards were there, and would not let us go. I was dressed and the chef was too. He was not in his working dress; he was just like me. I asked the stewards to pass. I said I was the secretary to the chef, and the stewards said, 'Pass along, get away.' So the other cooks were obliged to stay on the deck there; they could not go up. That is where they die. ATTORNEY-GENERAL: The other cooks were not allowed to pass? MAUGE: They could not go on this deck [referring to C Deck: DG]. ATTORNEY-GENERAL: Why? MAUGE: Because some stewards were there, and would not let them pass. . . . ATTORNEY-GENERAL: You say they would not let them pass. You were allowed to pass? MAUGE: They let me pass, me and the chef, because I was dressed like a passenger. I think that was why they let me pass. ATTORNEY-GENERAL: You think? MAUGE: I think, I cannot say. ATTORNEY-GENERAL: When you got on deck were they still putting the women and children in the boats? MAUGE: Oh, yes. ATTORNEY-GENERAL: Was this right, that they were preventing the men the cooks and the other persons engaged in the restaurant, from coming up on the deck where they were putting the women and children into the boats. Is that what you mean? MAUGE: No. I mean exactly this that it was not possible for the number of the crew of the restaurant to be saved because on the third class passenger deck [the Poop Deck: DG] there was no lifeboat at all and it was not possible for them to go on the second class passenger deck. . . . ATTORNEY-GENERAL: You mean they could not get into a lifeboat unless they had got up on the boat deck? MAUGE: That is right. ATTORNEY-GENERAL: And they were not allowed to get up on the boat deck? MAUGE: No Sir; they were not. COMMISSIONER: Why were they not allowed to get up on the boat deck? Why was it they were kept from getting to the boat deck? MAUGE: Well, I cannot say; I do not know. . . . COMMISSIONER: Who was keeping them back? MAUGE: Who was keeping the men from the restaurant from going on the second class deck? COMMISSIONER: Yes? MAUGE: Some stewards. COMMISSIONER: How many stewards? MAUGE: Well, there were two or three on each side. COMMISSIONER: Am I to understand two or three stewards were keeping back 60 men? MAUGE: I cannot say after that how they managed to try to pass. Anyway they could not pass because I stood on the second class passenger deck for half-an-hour. COMMISSIONER: And you did not see them? MAUGE: I did not see them (B.: 20125-50).
The nature of the restriction of access to the upper decks revealed by Mauge's testimony is more nuanced than is usually implied in the popular accounts. More often than not the matter is presented as an issue of when certain gates were locked and when they were unlocked (e.g., Quinn, 1997) . In Mauge's account, by contrast, the activity at the Second Class entrance, carried out by crew members identified as stewards, was a selection process--an individual judgment. Those in charge of the restaurant, the restaurant chef and his personal assistant, were allowed to proceed to the top decks, but the restaurant workers (cooks and waiters) were not. Everyone involved was male.
Mauge's opinion that the selection was based on him and Rousseau being dressed as passengers is doubtful, since there is no evidence that crew members were restricted from the Boat Deck. What is more likely, and may be what Mauge was trying to say, is that the stewards were making a 'class' distinction between the executives of the restaurant, who they treated as if they were from the First Class, and the restaurant workers, as such. The latter were likely not treated in the way the other crewmen of the ship were, both because they were not directly employed by the ship, and, on top of that, they were southern Europeans (the ubiquitous 'Italians') whom the authorities on the Titanic saw everywhere, and clearly feared and abhorred (Lightoller, 1935: 296; A.: 417 [Lowe] ).
Lord (1955: 68) writes along these lines: "[T]he employees [of the a la carte restaurant
had no status at all. And to make matters worse, they were French and Italian-subjects of deep Anglo-Saxon suspicion at a time like this in 1912." One can reasonably infer that the restaurant workers, in the mind of the authorities, were little different from the Third Class men who had come out of the forward quarters, and they were detained in the same way, as a consequence.
Mauge's depiction of a selection process at the Second Class entrance suggests that Third Class women and children who managed to reach the after Well Deck might well have been allowed to pass through the Second Class entrance, and to get into lifeboats; in other words, it was male passengers alone who were overtly detained at these crucial entry points, as lifeboats were being launched from the afterend of the Boat Deck and the Promenade Deck (Appendix IV). This assertion is substantiated by the relatively successful rescue of Second Class women and children, who were also quartered in the lower decks of the stern; a point we will return to shortly.
This leaves open the treatment of the Second Class men, a large number of whom would also have been in the lower decks of the stern during this time. As mentioned above, the latter, unlike the men from the Third Class, were entirely quartered in the lower decks of the stern. There is virtually no direct evidence, one way or the other, as to whether their access to the upper decks was also impeded by the authorities.
Nonetheless, it is striking that only one Second Class man made it into any of the six remaining lifeboats to leave the ship after 1:35AM, as opposed to eleven men from the First Class and eighteen men from the Third Class (Appendix IV). This indicates that extremely few Second Class men ever did make it to the upper decks, relative to men of either of the other classes.
Indeed, it appears that the Third Class men who survived, overwhelmingly were men who'd been quartered at the forward end, who went directly up to the forward Boat Deck soon after the accident, never making the journey to the stern at all. Supporting this is the fact that almost all of the admittedly tiny number of surviving Third Class men whose path to the lifeboats are definitively known, were men of this sort; i.e., Olaus Abelseth, Daniel Buckley, Carl Jansson, and Bernt Johannesen. The only clear exception to this is Berk Pickard (aka Trembisky), a Third Class man quartered at the afterend, who testified at the American investigation. He---like Lawrence Beesley of the Second Class-appears to have reached the after Boat Deck very early on (entering the first lifeboat to leave the afterend), before any cut off of access to the upper decks the afterend of the ship was instituted.
The upshot of these two decisions by the authorities, we conclude, was that, from around 1AM until five to ten minutes before the ship literally started to break apart, a mass of some five hundred men, comprising eighty to ninety percent of the Second Class and Third Class men on the Titanic, filled the stern of the ship from C Deck to as low, perhaps, as G Deck, with another one hundred or so men standing on the after Well and Poop Decks ).
Once the lifeboats from the afterend of the ship had been launched, the sharp angle of the ship in the water, sinking at the bow, and the fact that the bow itself was on the verge of going under completely, discouraged those men on the after Well Deck and Poop-and any of the others who may have made it up to the Boat Deck at that late stage--from heading to the extreme forward end, from where the last lifeboats, four collapsibles, were leaving the ship (Appendix IV). To the contrary, there was in the last few minutes a mad rush aft by those on the upper decks, with the exception of those at the extreme forward end (Gracie, 1913: 138; B: 6040-8 [Joughin] ).
Ultimately, then, eighty to ninety percent of Second and Third Class men remained at the afterend of the ship until it sank, being thrown from the ship or, in the case of those still below, being plunged into the water, between 2:10 and 2:20AM, as the ship was breaking apart. A mere handful of men (including here crew members), who entered the water from the afterend of the ship, managed then to get into a lifeboat from the water and survive.
Those known, with some certainty, to have done so, were Olaus Abelseth, a Third Class passenger, and three crew members, John Collins, Thomas Dillon and Charles Joughin.
None of the rest of the roughly five hundred men from the Second and Third Classes, at the stern, survived.
Looking back now at Table 5 , a First Class man-who, as we have said, would have been ushered by a steward to the upper decks within an hour or so of the accident--was about fourteen times more likely to survive, ceteris paribus, than a Second Class man, and nine times more likely than a Third Class man. There was no significant difference in the likelihood of Second and Third Class men surviving. In sum, statistical analysis confirms the hypothesis that it was the concentration of Second and Third Class men at the stern of the ship-a situation brought about by the authorities-that was the significant factor determining which male passengers survived the accident. Decks. This implies then that the pure effect of gender preference-that is, where access to the upper decks was not an issue--is seen in the finding that a First Class woman was over thirty-two times more likely to survive than a First Class man (Table 5) .
Our knowledge of the treatment of Second and Third Class women, respectively, particularly with regard to access to the upper decks, is very murky indeed. It therefore requires some intelligent speculation to reach any conclusions. Women and children in both these classes were almost all quartered at the afterend of the stern, on the lower decks from D Deck down to G Deck. The Second Class quarters were just forward of the Third Class and were clearly separated from the latter by gates. There were two noteworthy differences in the circumstances of the rescue of Second Class women and children, and that of the First Class. The first is that, in regard to a small number of women of the Second Class who responded relatively late to the accident--perhaps because the stewards were late in directing then out of their cabin--once the mass of Third Class men had arrived in the stern, access to help from the authorities most likely ceased. By 1AM or shortly thereafter, in other words, the authorities stopped actively seeking out Second Class women and children from the lower decks of the stern. A handful of Second Class women may well have remained below for this reason. Compounding the problem was that in the absence of the authorities, information about what was happening to the ship, as well as the progress of the rescue effort itself, was no longer available to these women either.
The second difference derives from the likely possibility, alluded to earlier, that Second Class men, like those from the Third Class, were restricted from the after Boat and Promenade Decks, during the period that lifeboats were being launched from the afterend of the ship. Five of the twelve Second Class women who did not survive were with their husbands on the ship (none of those who died had children). It is not unreasonable, then, that some or all of these women stayed with their husbands below. In doing so--unlike their one First Class counterpart, the much written about, Rosalie Strauss-they may well not have known they were sacrificing their lives, but may have believed, instead, that they could wait with their husbands until it was time for those below to be brought up to be rescued.
And their husbands, too, may not have realized that by not insisting their wives go up to the Boat Deck, without delay, they effectively were denying them their one chance to survive.
Finally, what of the Third Class women and children? There is no indication of an organized rescue effort, as such, on their behalf. There was a claim made by the Third Class steward, John Edward Hart, in testimony to both the British and American inquiries, of having single-handedly brought to the upper decks, in two separate shifts, fifty-eight Third Class women and children. This has been cited in many of the popular accounts (Lord, 1955: 64-66; 1986: 85-88; Butler, 1998: 104-5; Marcus, 1969: 147; Wade, 1979: 116; and Geller, 1998: 153-40) , but has been discredited (Gleicher, 2000) .
There is, however, some indication that many of, if not virtually all, the Third Class women and children who survived, made their way into the Second Class area on E Deck. This would have been some time between 12 midnight and shortly after 1AM; the same period in which the Second Class rescue was conducted. These women and children appear to have then gone forward and joined the rescue of Second and perhaps even of First Class passengers taking place at the several stairways leading from E Deck to the upper decks.
The key testimony in this regard is that of Charles Joughin, the chief baker on the ship, in an exchange with the Solicitor-General before the British inquiry (also see Beesley, 1912: 37) . Joughin's account is consistent with the fact that, in addition to twelve Third Class women and children who entered the first five lifeboats that left the afterend of the Boat and Promenade Decks, another eighty-seven entered the remaining three lifeboats that were launched from these decks at 1:35AM, as well as Collapsible C, which was launched from the forward end at 1:40AM (Appendix IV). These passengers seem to have been assembled on the after Boat and Promenade Decks about the same time as the Second Class women and children were, perhaps reaching the decks, on average, slightly later.
That there was no organized effort to rescue the Third Class women and children, as opposed to those in the Second Class, is indicated by the fact that these ninety-ninety Third Class women and children were a mere forty percent of the total number of women and children from the Third Class on the ship. By contrast, as observed above, eighty to ninety percent of Second Class women and children reached the upper decks and entered boats.
It is reasonably clear from the evidence that very few additional Third Class (or for that matter Second Class) women were reaching the upper decks as the lifeboats were being launched from the afterend, as well as Collapsible C. There is testimony of women and children having formed small crowds near the lifeboats on the afterend as they were being prepared and loaded (A: 400 [Lowe]; A: 520 [Ray]). For the most part, therefore, these women and children had arrived somewhat earlier than the actual loading process.
There are also several references in witness accounts of there having been a shortage of women and children in the loading of the last two boats launched on the starboard side of the after Promenade Deck, at 1:35AM, Lifeboats 13 and 15, (Dodge, 1913; B: 6487-6553 [Rule]), as well as in the loading of Collapsible C (A: 520 [Rowe]), launched from the forward end at 1:40AM--this, despite the fact that about sixty percent of the Third Class women and children were still on the ship. There is also considerable testimony that once Collapsible C was launched (containing thirty-two Third Class women and children), until, perhaps, the last ten minutes or so, when the ship was literally breaking apart and most likely there was a rush of people in general up from below in the stern, there were at most a handful of women and children left on either the after or forward ends of the Boat Deck (e.g.
A.: 81 [Lightoller] ; B.: 3828-44 [Dillon]),
We can draw the inference, then, that, absent a rescue effort, Third Class women and children who had not found there way into the Second Class area by 1AM or so, had little opportunity to make it to the upper decks thereafter. It is not altogether surprising --once the stern had filled with Third Class men, who were now being restricted from entering the Boat and Promenade Decks-that the authorities did not go down into the stern to bring these women and children up from the lower decks. Nor is it even certain that those in charge actually were aware that so many women and children-on the order of one hundred and forty-remained below, as the lifeboats on the afterend were being launched. In addition, without assistance from the authorities, in providing information, the Third Class women who remained in the stern were likely ignorant of the fact that it was crucial to get to the upper decks as soon as possible if they were to survive. Like those around them, they seem to have waited to be told what to do next, until it was far too late.
Our statistical analysis supports the above hypothesis that, in a nutshell, large numbers of Third Class women and children were effectively left stranded on the lower decks of the stern by the authorities, as the loading and launching of lifeboats above them was going forward. It is indicated in Table 5 that the odds ratio of First Class women surviving relative to Third Class women was 78.96, and that of Second Class women relative to Third Class was 8.95. Interestingly enough, the analysis also supports the speculation that the crowding of the stern by Third Class men may have affected the survival of Second Class women as well. We see from Table 5 that the odds ratio of First Class women surviving relative to Second Class women was 8.82.
Concluding Summary
Our key findings, gleaned from the logistic regression analysis of the extensive data on the Titanic passengers, show that underneath the strong overt preference afforded in the rescue by the authorities to women and children over men, there was as well a complex class determination of survival rates both among men, on the one hand, and women and children, on the other.
A First Class man had a significantly greater likelihood of surviving than either a man from the Second Class or Third Class, ceteris paribus, while there was no significant difference between the likelihood of a Second Class man and a Third Class man surviving. By the same token, a First Class woman had a significantly greater likelihood of surviving than either a woman from the Second Class or the Third Class, ceteris paribus. However, unlike among the men, there was a significantly greater likelihood of a Second Class woman surviving than a woman from the Third Class.
We have suggested that a reasonable explanation of each of these findings lies in the effects of two crucial decisions made by the authorities on the ship. The first decision, taken within the first hour at most of the accident, was to encourage, and perhaps direct, some three to four hundred Third Class men quartered in the lower decks at the forward end, along E Deck, the length of the ship, back to the afterend of the stern. The second decision, taken roughly between 12:30 and 1AM--not long after the first--was to restrict the access to the after Boat and Promenade Decks of men at the after end of the ship, both those below in the stern as well as those on the after Poop and Well Decks.
The direct effect of these decisions was to cut off from the rescue effort-both physically and in terms of information--almost all the men from the Second and Third Classes. By the time the authorities vacated their posts, the lifeboats at the afterend of the ship were gone and the few remaining boats were at the forward end, which by that time was under the water. First Class men, by contrast, were quickly brought up to the forward end of the Boat Deck by stewards, many, if not all, prior to 1AM, as the first lifeboats boats were prepared and launched. How much did that access to the rescue improve their chances?
From Tables 4 and 5 we see that, while it is true that, ceteris paribus, a First Class woman was more than thirty-two times more likely to survive than a First Class man, it is nonetheless also true that a First Class man was over fourteen times more likely to survive than a Second Class man, and over nine times more likely than a Third Class man.
The major secondary effect of the two decisions was that, absent any organized rescue effort on their behalf, on the order of one-hundred and forty Third Class women and children---approximately sixty percent of those on board---who remained below in the stern after the mass of Third Class men had finished there journey there from the forward quarters; men who, themselves, were not being restricted from entry onto the after Boat and Promenade Decks. With these men filling the stern by 1AM or so, thereafter the authorities seem to have no longer considered extracting women and children from the lower decks of the stern. By contrast, it appears that large majority of Second Class women and children had already been directed up to the after Boat and Promenade Decks by 1AM. Hence (Table 5) , ceteris paribus, a Second Class woman's likelihood of survival was almost nine times that of a Third Class woman. Table 3 7 Passenger Survival by Class, Gender and Region 
Next, we convert (5) and (6) 
The "odds ratio" is defined as the ratio of the odds for 
For example, if 1 1 i x = represented adult females and 1 0 i x = represented adult males, then the odds ratio (9) would tell us how much more likely females were to survive relative to males. Of course, if there were multiple explanatory variables then all of this would have to be qualified with the phrase, ceteris paribus. 
Appendix II Logistic Regression Results
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